
First Middle East 'Chocolate Bash' Outlet
Opens in Doha

Innovative chocolate adventure launched

at Place Vendome

DOHA, QATAR, May 26, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The first Middle

Eastern outlet of the experiential USA

gourmet chocolatier brand, Chocolate

Bash, opened in Doha on May 24 to

satisfy the daring spirit of all chocolate

lovers. 

Located on the second floor of the St.

Germain area of the extravagant Place

Vendôme, Chocolate Bash – the first of

the brand’s store in Qatar - offers

consumers a chocolate sensory

adventure that has taken the USA by

storm.  

The outlet gives diners the chance to

experiment with chocolate

combinations on crepes, waffles,

pancakes, ice-cream and fruits in a

build-your-own dessert concept.

Chocolate is the star component in

delicious Chocolate Bash desserts with

every kind of chocolate being blended

with a diverse selection of ingredients. 

On this occasion, Rasha Albasha, owner and founder of Chocolate Bash said “We are absolutely

thrilled to bring our distinctive brand to Qatar which is well known for its love of both chocolate

and desserts. Qatar now joins our growing network which began in California and has swiftly

gained recognition in the sweets business and expanded across the USA. We invite everyone to

join us on this delicious journey as we embark on a remarkable chocolate adventure and

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.chocolatebash.com
https://www.chocolatebash.com


celebrate the opening of the first

‘Chocolate Bash’ outlet in the Middle

East.” 

Qatar’s first outlet opening is another

step in the brand’s extensive expansion

plan. The brand will continue to

explore new opportunities, giving

consumers the chance to experience

the sensory satisfaction that rekindles

the child-like joy associated with

delicious chocolatey treats to even

more locations across Qatar and the

globe. 

About Chocolate Bash

Chocolate Bash Qatar is the

destination for those seeking an

unforgettable chocolate experience.

Founded in 2016 in Newport Beach,

California, Chocolate Bash has quickly

gained recognition and spread its

deliciousness throughout the USA. The

company is devoted to bringing a fun

and quirky twist to desserts, offering a

unique “Build Your Own” option giving

you the freedom to express your

creativity through flavor combinations.

From crepes, waffles, pancakes, and

fruits covered in Belgian chocolate to

unique beverage combinations,

Chocolate Bash has something for

every sweet tooth. Visit Chocolate Bash

in Doha and make every moment an

occasion to celebrate!

Devin Conner

Chocolate Bash

devin@chocolatebash.com

This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/636140645
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